Spring Grove Primary School
Year One Homework and News
Friday 18th November 2022
Dear Parents and Carers,
We have continued our work on dinosaurs, looking at the various environments they were found and
the climate at that time. We also thought about three periods of history relating to the dinosaur
period: Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous, which the children have really enjoyed learning about. We
have been able to locate where some of the dinosaurs lived in relation to where we come from
around the world.
In ICT, the children have been learning about algorithms, writing their own and programming the bee
bots- the children have also been enjoying this investigation on the IPad!
In DT, the children have begun to create their own moving dinosaurs. They have drawn and coloured
the background to create a dinosaur environment and they will make their dinosaurs and attach them
to sticks which will enable them to move their dinosaurs along the background.
In maths we are revisiting the relationship between parts and a whole, thinking
about the different ways to make the whole number. For example: five is the
whole and the parts can be 1 and 4, 3 and 2 and 0 and 5.

We have had a very busy week with Anti-Bullying Week and taking part in many
different activities. The children enjoyed going into their houses and working with
the children from Year 2 to Year 6. They really enjoyed the odd socks song and
requested that it went on their google classroom with the lyrics, which is already
there. The children enjoyed the author, Mrs P who inspired the children to write
their own stories.
Have a great weekend and see you Monday.

From the Year One Team
Mrs Hambrier, Mrs Brown, Mrs Nandra and Mrs Tyler.
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